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AIRCRAFT BUILDING



BASIC COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION... Conclusion BY RON ALEXANDER This is the final article of a series relating to building composite aircraft. Previous articles beginning with the May issue of Sport Aviation, have concentrated on the basics of composite construction including tools and workshop space needed, safety issues, definitions of terms, basic layups, bonding techniques, post-curing, etc. This final article will define two often-used terms — vacuum bagging and prepregs — and will concentrate on the finishing of composite aircraft.



VACUUM BAGGING This term is familiar to many builders but often not understood. Vacuum bagging, very simply, is a sophisticated method used to improve laminate quality and remove some excess resin. Vacuum bagging is a process wherein a vacuum pump is used to "draw" a vacuum on a laminate. This presses the components of the layup very tightly together forcing out all voids and any excess resin. The process also serves to hold reinforcements, resins, and core materials in close conformity to complex shapes. An overall higher quality laminate will result from the vacuum bagging process. Kit manufacturers use the vacuum bagging process on a regular basis to construct parts of their aircraft. Most custom builders will not be involved in vacuum bagging. However, you can purchase a vacuum pump and all of the necessary equipment to vacuum bag your layups if you so desire. Occasionally a builder w i l l do t h i s for certain parts of an airplane. It is somewhat expensive and time consuming for the average builder. The process is not that difficult to do and certainly is



within reach of most builders. It is a matter of personal preference. Understand that it is not a necessary procedure to obtain a high quality part.



COMPOSITE FINISHING



Finishing a composite airplane requires a considerable amount of time. Many experienced builders state that PREPREGS 1/3 of the total building time on a composite airplane is consumed during the Possibly you have heard the term finishing process. Obviously, this stage prepreg. This term simply refers to fab- of construction is very important to the rics that have the resin already builder because it determines the final impregnated into the weave. They are look of the aircraft. shipped to the end user that way. Why is finishing necessary? A comPrepregs are manufactured primarily pleted composite part will exhibit a for high tech applications. Fiberglass is rough look. The weave of the reinforceactually passed through the properly ment material will be very apparent. mixed resin and then the resin-impreg- Filling the weave is required as the first nated roll is immediately frozen. The step to a smooth final finish. We have fiberglass is then kept in the frozen all seen the extremely smooth surfaces state until it is applied to the structure. found on composite aircraft. That finish You will probably never work with a is the result of a lot of hard work. There prepreg. Your kit manufacturer may, are no shortcuts to this process. New however. Several of the kit manufactur- products are being developed that make ers use prepreg fiberglass or other the work easier but time and effort is cloths. There are several advantages to still required. prepregs. First of all, the resin system is It is also interesting that most comproperly mixed with accurate propor- posite aircraft are painted white or a tions of resin and hardener. The glass is light color. This is necessary because of then wet with the proper ratio of glass the heat build-up that occurs when the to resin. The threads of the material are airplane is parked in the sun thus creatmore thoroughly impregnated with ing a high skin temperature. This is resin versus the commonly used hand detrimental for two reasons: (1) it layup. This is achieved through the causes epoxy to shrink more than norsqueezing process when the prepreg is mal, and (2) it will overheat and damage manufactured. foam cores. In 90° ambient temperaDisadvantages of prepregs consist tures white paint has a skin temperature mainly of the requirement to store them of 140° F and black painted skin can in a freezer. When shipped or stored, the reach 210° F. You have two choices — temperature must remain cold to prevent either fly only at night or paint the airthe resin from curing. If they are warmed plane white or a light color. for any period of time they may begin the curing process. Prepregs are usually FINISHING PROBLEMS sold in larger quantities to production Before beginning our discussion on companies. I doubt you will ever work with a prepreg unless it has been used to how to finish a composite surface, let's construct the part you are assembling. take a look at problems that currently SPORT AVIATION 97



exist on several completed aircraft that are flying today. Too much filler of any kind can create problems. Fillers arc to be used for just that and not for building parts. In areas subject to flexing and on leading edges,p excess filling may cause a problem. Indeed, this has caused problems on many aircraft that are in the field today. Secondly, polyester fillers and surface primers have been used on a number of aircraft throughout the years. Polyester resin is prone to shrink and then crack with time. The shrinkage of the polyester filler or primer will certainly result in the final finish cracking and sometimes even peeling. In other words, when the polyester shrinks it takes the topcoat with it. This occurs even when a high quality polyurethane paint is applied over polyesters. There are a number of airplanes being repainted today because too much polyester filler or primer was used. Thirdly, thick coats of high build automotive polyurethanes will also crack. Most two-part polyurcthanes will flex very well as topcoat paints but thick coats of the product will crack. You should apply only enough paint to get the color and gloss you desire and then quit. The quest for the perfect finish should be done with sandpaper and a buffer, not the spray gun. Lastly, epoxies must be protected from UV radiation, Epoxy resins are subject to deterioration when exposed to sunlight. One resin manufacturer cautions that their highest-grade epoxy can totally break down in 15 months if not protected from the sun. This is true of all epoxies. The symptom is chalkiness followed by delamination. The best way to protect epoxy is to use a primer that will block sunlight. When paint manufacturers state that their products have 100% UV protection, they are t a l k i n g about the paint or primer that is being protected from UV radiation and not the substrate it is covering. Primers that totally block the sunlight are simple insurance policies. Aircraft composite filling and finishing has taken most of its technology from the automotive industry. The reason for this is because automotive technology has been available and people are familiar with it. The problem in doing this is that airplanes flex more than cars. Again, this can result in a cracking problem if the wrong type of filler or primer is used. 98 SEPTEMBER 1999



FINISHING STEPS The classic method of filling rough areas or weave patterns is to use a homemade "micro or slurry," a mix of epoxy with microhalloons. The idea behind this is to offset the epoxy resin with a lighter material. You add microballoons to epoxy until you get a consistency like peanut butter. You then trowel or squeegee the mixture into the area you want to fill. Many people have used Bondo in place of micro. Recall our earlier



discussion considering polyesters. Bondo is a polyester and will shrink with time. It is also heavier than slurry. I do not recommend the use of Bondo on an airplane unless you want to repaint it after a few years. Applying the first coat of UV smooth prime. Another product available is called SuperFil. This commercially formulated product is a pre-mixed epoxy filler. It eliminates the guesswork necessary in mixing your own micro. It is made in a high-shear mixer that allows more filler to be used. When mixing your own micro, if you add too little filler the mixture is difficult to sand and if it has too much filler it will become weaker in shear. Many builders are now using SuperFil instead of mixing their own slurry. Of course, weight is imFoam roller for applying UV smooth prime. portant when we are filling. Hand mixed micro can weigh as little as 6 pounds per gal- of any sort has the potential of cracking lon compared to Bondo that weighs over the years. You start with very thin about 12 pounds per gallon. SuperFil coats of filler forced hard into the surweighs in at 3-1/2 pounds per gallon face. Prior to applying SuperFil, you must ensure that the surface is clean. It making it the lightest mixture. The filler is mixed by weight and must be free of any wax from release then spread onto the area to be filled. agents. Sand the surface using 180-220 You must be careful not to put too much grit sandpaper as a final step before apSuperFil on the surface. Too much filler plying SuperFil.



5. Use straight edges to find high areas and depressions on the surface. On curved areas you can use a template. 6. Stop sanding with about 240 grit sandpaper. You don't want it to be too smooth or it will not hold the primer coat.



Step 2 — Priming



SuperFil Epoxy Filler



SuperFil will have a consistency of soft peanut butter when properly mixed. It should be spread over the surface using a squeegee. This should be done at a warm temperature for best results (75° F or higher). Your objective should be to f i l l the low spots in the fabric weave without totally covering the high spots. SuperFil should be translucent over the high areas and fill the low areas. Don't use SuperFil or any filler as a build-up to give shape to leading edges or fillets. Fillers are not structural materials. Any build-up of SuperFil more than 1/4" is too much. You should start with a very thin coat of SuperFil forced into the surface. This coat simply ensures bonding of the fill coat that will follow immediately. Put on more SuperFil and start to fill the fabric weave. Don't leave excessive squeegee marks. Tf you are doing a large, flat surface you can use a broad metal trowel to apply SuperFil. I recommend using peel ply over SuperFil. This will enhance the smoothness of the surface when the filler has dried and the peel ply is removed. (Be sure you remove all peel ply.) If you feel as though you have not filled an area enough add another coat. Let SuperFil dry overnight prior to sanding. Now we are ready to sand — the composite builder's favorite activity. A few rules: 1. Use only high quality sandpaper. Cheap sandpaper can leave scratches. 2. Hand sanding is usually more accurate than using a machine sander. It is very easy to damage a surface by sanding through the underlying fabric. 3. Spend very little time with rough grit sandpaper . . . 40-80 grit should be used sparingly. 4. Gradually change the sandpaper grit. Go about 100 grit at a time. This will assist in achieving smoothness.



IV Smooth



Actually, priming a composite airplane includes a small amount of filling. The filling step completes 90% of the needed surface preparation. The remainder is usually accomplished using a filler/primer. Several primer/fillers are available on the market. The objective of a filler/primer is to fill small imperfections left from the major filler and to fill all pinholes. Filler/primers arc often sprayed on the surface. After about the second coat those dreaded pinholes (every composite builders' curse) appear. Several coats of filler/primer will be needed to fill these pinholes and not bridge them. A new product that has just appeared on the market will actually fill pinholes. The name of that product is
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f UV Shield and Primer. lor Composites



UV smooth prime — filler/primer.



UV Smooth Prime. It will be discussed later in the article. Many filler/primers only bridge pinnules. That means they reappear alkr each sanding. Let's discuss the new method of priming a composite surface prior to painting. Poly-Fiber, Inc. has developed this new product and it has been on the market for about 2 years. The
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